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About This Content

Depth Hunter 2: Treasure Hunter offers 4 new amazing locations. You will get new equipment - liftbags that will help you lift
objects underwater. Your character will be able to find a sunken helicopter, collect more new amazing treasures and finally

solve the quest of the Kraken!

Early stories about Kraken date back to the twelfth century and refer to a creature the size of an island. Even in 1752, when the
Bishop of Bergen, Erik Ludvigsen Pontoppidan, wrote his Natural History of Norway, he described the Kraken as a "floating

island" one and a half miles across. He also noted: "It seems these are the creatures's arms, and, it is said, if they were to lay hold
of the largest man-of-war, they would pull it down to the bottom."
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Title: Depth Hunter 2: Treasure Hunter
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Biart Company LLC
Release Date: 10 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.2 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.7 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 8800. ATI equivalent. Intel Integrated Graphics HD4000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 920 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Awesome game !
Great Art, nice story.
Alice is the most precious one ! <3
Really enjoy this game!. Just for fun but great stats too worth it !. We mounted this on a shared Vive that is used for educational
purposes here at the University of Minnesota. This means there may be more than one review that comes from this location as
students and faculty experience this game.

This review is from Rebecca, who is a staff person and who has a fair amount of console gaming experience (Playstation
mostly).

This is unlike any VR or console gaming experience I've played. The integration of different artistic styles and references is an
aspect I really enjoyed. The journey through the levels is pretty straightforward if you are familiar with most gaming cues, but
there is no narration or specific path to follow, which means you can replay it a number of times if you wish.

I look forward to seeing what other journeys in VR this developer is able to create. I think the sense of whimsy combined with
art history has a real appeal.. Great Game, can't wait for the next part!. Very sleek and nice USS Constitution and the HMS
Victory. As well as other units.. good game, quite enjoy it, but lost the fun everytime I take the corners. And there's no option to
customize key mapping.

and, lack of customizable stuff beside buying horn sounds dlc from the store.
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This game has nowherre near the charm or coolness of Tavernier. Anoying, cloying music and cruddy, childish graphics... it was
cheap to buy... and I still regret the money! Could have spent the time looking at the back of my hand or something more
fufilling. Botton line: Don't Buy!. This is a great and cheap game. But being a cheap RTS game isn't the reason why this is a
Great Game. Check it out and kill those dam teroriest.. Everybody who likes Bud & Terence will probably like this game. ;)
Fun gameplay, charming retro pixel graphics, awesome soundtrack

. It could be a good game if you knew what you was ment to do 2\/10. They only had a locomotion option at first but with the
newly added teleportation option this game is very much playable and I recommend it to anyone who wants to play an
interesting VR escape room type game.
. I have this. I have played it.

it is not a game. It is a terrifying experince.

This is some sort of conglomeration of code that looks like a tile game but is so entirely artifical that every moment you spend
looking at it makes you painfuly aware that you could be doing something else. ANYTHING ELSE.

It's hard to find a reason to play this game for even a few seconds.
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